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The CXC includes top-quality 
components such as the single speed 
transport and proprietary S3 Servo 
which are also found in our flagship 
Azur 851C. This means that the CXC is 
designed to do one thing and do it well 
play audio CDs.

A single-speed transport means the CXC 
can’t play MP3 CDs or DVDs, but it will 
play music CDs much better than any 
multi-disc player, because it can be far 
more accurate on timing. The end result 
is a far more accurate performance.

Because there are no analogue or 
digital-to-analogue components in the 
CXC, it passes a purely digital audio 
signal on to the amplifier or dedicated 
DAC, via a digital output. 

When used in conjunction with a 
Cambridge CXA60 or CXA80 amplifier, 
the crucial digital to analogue conversion 
stage is then performed in the amplifier, 
utilizing the high quality Wolfson DAC in 
the amplifier.

Digital superiority 
By using a digital output, the audio signal 
remains in the digital domain for much 
longer, compared to a traditional CD 
player with an analogue output. Because 
the audio signal remains digital, and is 
only converted to analogue by the DAC 
or amplifier at the very last minute, it is 
far less susceptible to analogue signal 
deterioration. This means that the sound 
you hear is as close as possible to the 
original recording.

Attention to detail  
All PCBs feature double-sided surface 
mount technology, eliminating wire 
links and giving ultra short signal paths, 
further reducing any signal deterioration.

S3 Servo  
At the heart of the CXC is its proprietary 
S3 servo, seen also in our flagship, 
award-winning Azur 851C. The 
proprietary Cambridge S3 servo solution 
spins the CD extremely accurately and 
only at CD speed, delivering the most 
precise and accurate playback of CDs.

THE INSIDE STORYA HIGH QUALITY CD TRANSPORT

DESIGNED FROM THE GROUND UP FOR THE NEW CX SERIES, THE CAMBRIDGE CXC 
DELIVERS STUNNING CD PLAYBACK AND WORKS IN PERFECT HARMONY WITH THE 
CAMBRIDGE CXA60 AND CXA80 INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS. 

CXA60
STEREO AMPLIFIER

CXA80
STEREO AMPLIFIER

CXN
NETWORK PLAYER

CXR120
AV RECEIVER

CXR200
AV RECEIVER

CXC
DEDICATED CD TRANSPORT
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Since 1968 Cambridge has been 
driven by a simple belief; that music 
should always sound amazing. 
Cambridge is for people who really 
listen to music. 

Our original British-designed products 
are enjoyed the world over by people 
like you who share a love of music.

We have an envied reputation for 
innovation and every one of our 
engineers is fanatical in their pursuit of 
delivering an authentic and enjoyable 
experience. When you listen to a 
Cambridge product you don’t just hear 
the difference, you feel it. 

We want everyone to experience that 
pleasure. We love music and we’re 
proud of what we do. Our passion for 
listening to great music and the fun 
we have in the process of creating the 
products we make shines through, for 
all to see and hear.

We’re all music lovers, plain and 
simple and we want to share that love. 
Because great things happen when 
people who love music, design hi-fi!

Digital outputs 
The CXC features S/PDIF coaxial and 
TOSLINK optical digital outputs. This 
not only minimises analogue signal 
deterioration, but also means that the 
CXC works in perfect harmony with the 
Cambridge CXA60 and CXA80 amplifiers, 
utilizing the high quality Wolfson DAC in 
these amplifiers for the crucial digital to 
analogue conversion stages.

S3 Servo 
Designed to spin CDs at the most 
accurate speed possible, the CXC can 
play music CDs much better than any 
multi-disc player.

Toroidal transformer 
Audiophile grade toroidal transformer 
delivering ultra-low low noise and 
distortion power to the CD transport.

Part of a range 
The CXC not only looks fantastic when 
stacked with other CX Series products, 
but the Control Bus connections allow 
power syncing with the other CX Series 
products, for seamless integration.

All metal design 
Electronics (and therefore sound quality) 
are particularly susceptible to vibration; 
that’s why we’ve used a low resonance, 
acoustically-dampened metal chassis to 
eliminate as much vibration as possible; 
ensuring that the highest sound quality is 
extracted from CDs.

Digital audio outputs: S/PDIF coaxial and TOSLINK optical
S/PDIF output impedance: <75ohms
Max power consumption: 25W
Standby power consumption: <0.5W
Dimensions (H x W x D)*: 85 x 430 x 315mm (3.1 x 16.9 x 12.4”)
Weight:  4.7kg (10.3lbs)
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Toroidal Versus El Transformers
We strive for audio perfection which 
is why the CXC features an audiophile 
grade toroidal transformer. Cambridge 
was one of the first manufacturers to use 
toroidal transformers in the 1970s, and we 
continue to use them today. Some of the 
benefits of a toroidal transformer, over the 
cheaper, inferior EI transformers used by 
most other manufacturers are:

Toroidal transformer: used in CXC

High quality power output to the 
audio circuits, with no clipping of 
the waveform signal, to provide a 
consistent signal.

No transformer noise, buzz or hum.

Fully shielded against internal and 
external electrical interference, to 
maintain quality of power and signal.

EI transformer: used by competitors

Weak inconsistent signal

No shielding

Noisy

CAMBRIDGE: OUR STORY
TOP REASONS TO BUY THE  
CAMBRIDGE CXC

* Maximum including sockets and controls


